
Getting started with your

Jacaranda  
Humanities subjects

Australia’s most trusted Humanities titles 
for students of all abilities in Years 7 to 10



Why choose Jacaranda 
Humanities titles?
Clear explanations using age‑appropriate language
Content is presented using age‑appropriate language,  
and a wide range of engaging sources, diagrams and images 
support concept learning.

Focus on skills
Skill development is made 
visible with every question 
assigned to a subject‑specific 
skill. Progress and results  
can be tracked and filtered  
by skill in learnON. 

SkillBuilders model and develop skills in context
Available in every topic across all subject areas, SkillBuilders develop 
skills in an engaging and accessible way with our proven Tell me, Show me, 
Let me do it! approach. All Geography SkillBuilders feature a video and 
interactivity to consolidate learning.

Customisable worksheets for 
differentiation
Worksheets across every subject provide opportunities 
for differentiation and scaffolding, including answers for 
teachers. 

Videos, interactivities and much more
Videos are provided for every topic and are designed to 
introduce concepts and spark discussions.

Engaging interactivities bring 
concepts to life and present 
information in alternative ways.



Suite of additional resources available
Using the MyWorld Atlas and the MyWorld History 
Atlas, explore the world and discover the where and 
when of geography and history in 3D using interactive 
maps, case studies, footage and questions.

Australia’s most powerful 
digital learning platform
Jacaranda titles are delivered on a variety of digital 
formats — PDFs, eBookPLUS and Australia’s most 
powerful learning platform, learnON. Teachers and 
students choose their preferred format — the one that 
best suits their teaching and learning needs —without 
having to pay extra.

Tools to track progress
Online tools available through learnON provide 
students with immediate feedback, progress reports 
and tracking to help shine a light on their own learning. 

Teachers are also provided with immediate insights 
into student understanding through online reporting 
that can be filtered in multiple ways to review student 
progress — by skill or difficulty level — across all areas 
of the curriculum.

Immediate corrective feedback
For every question on the learnON platform,  students 
receive immediate feedback and sample responses. 
This helps correct student misconceptions before they 
become embedded and block deeper learning.

FREE teacher materials and powerful tools
Teachers are provided with all teaching materials for free. These include curriculum documentation, 
work programs, customisable quarantined topic tests, answers to print questions and answers to 
worksheets. Additionally, teachers have at their fingertips the powerful tools in learnON that enable the:

• creation and scheduling of assignments through a
comprehensive and flexible testmaker

• monitoring, tracking and reporting of student progress

• customisation of the course

• setting of pre‑ and post‑tests

• students to engage in immediate, spaced or mixed
practice and much more!



Jacaranda’s titles for 
Humanities subjects have 
multiple digital formats for 
students — PDFs, eBookPLUS 
and learnON — your choice!
There are three digital versions of the Humanities subjects — PDFs, eBookPLUS and learnON. 
Students are free to choose a preferred format or may be directed by teachers. The content across all 
versions (including the printed text) is the same, but the functionality is increasingly more 
sophisticated and flexible within the digital platforms. learnON is Australia’s most powerful learning 
platform, where teachers and students can be seamlessly connected in a virtual learning 
environment.

All formats are accessed with a single code — no additional purchases required!.

Benefits for students:
• Students land on a subject dashboard that informs them of upcoming assignments, any

assignments that have been marked and returned by their teacher, and a shortcut to where they
last were within the content.

• Reading content is enhanced with engaging videos and interactivities that bring concepts to
life, helping students to gain deeper understanding. These elements are situated at the point of
learning, exactly where students need them most.

• SkillBuilders in every topic provide opportunities for skill development and practise,
using our unique Tell me, Show me, Let me do it! approach.

• Exercise sets at the end of each subtopic allow students to check and apply their understanding.
Activity boxes promote deeper inquiry, encourage collaboration and help students to develop
their research skills.

• Online questions include every question in the print text and also many additional questions
— students may work through these independently or as directed by their teacher. A range of
automatically and manually marked questions is provided across all subjects and skills.

• Corrective, immediate feedback and sample responses are available for every
online question, helping to clarify misconceptions and enhance learning.

• Diagnostic pre‑tests are available for every topic. Matching post‑tests are available
for each topic also, helping students to monitor their learning and growth.

• Filterable results are available to students and also to their teachers, providing immediate
insights into student understanding, engagement and performance.

• Additional resources include worksheets, weblinks, Google Earth links, discussions,
links to the MyWorld Atlas and MyWorld History Atlas, and resource summaries.
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Free for teachers — powerful tools 
and rich resources — empowering 
teacher decision‑making
Teachers have access to all student features, plus an array of powerful, teacher‑specific resources.  
These easy‑to‑use tools give immediate insights into student understanding, performance and progress, 
freeing up time for important teaching tasks. Most importantly, these resources empower teachers to 
customise course content in response to individual student needs and challenges.

Teachers are helped to teach their class, their way.

Benefits for teachers:

• Teachers may toggle between the teacher and student version with a single click,
allowing them to keep teacher material private while sharing student‑facing screens.

• An online custom testmaker enables teachers to set assignments using any question in the
resource. Teachers are able to set questions for immediate, spaced or mixed practice and to test
students’ abilities when applying their knowledge in unfamiliar (or familiar) contexts. Teachers can
use the testmaker to easily differentiate and personalise learning for students or student groups.

• Teachers have access to all student responses to assignments and can provide written
and/or audio feedback for every question.

• Teachers save time by having many automatically‑marked questions to choose from, reducing time
spent on assessments while improving the speed of student feedback. Depending on student needs,
teachers are able to decide whether students have access to answers and sample responses.

• Comprehensive, filterable results and reports give teachers immediate insights into
student understanding, performance and progress. Teachers may filter reports — by skill or by
difficulty level — against all of the content required by the relevant curriculum. Teachers also have
the ability to filter results by student and generate exportable reports easily.

• Teachers have access to quarantined assessments that are available online
or in customisable print formats for summative assessment.

• Additional resources include videos, interactivities, worksheets, resource summaries,
work programs and customisable, printable topic tests.

• Teachers may also add their own resources through a facility called My Stuff.
This may be shared with other teachers or with classes, or stored for sharing later.

• Teachers may be connected to other teachers in their school to share resources,
assignments and student results.
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